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ABSTRACT
Scientific knowledge graphs have been proposed as a solution
to structure the content of research publications in a machine-
actionable way and enable more efficient, computer-assisted work-
flows for many research activities. Crowd-sourcing approaches are
used frequently to build and maintain such scientific knowledge
graphs. To contribute to scientific knowledge graphs, researchers
need simple and easy-to-use solutions to generate new knowledge
graph elements and establish the practice of semantic represen-
tations in scientific communication. In this paper, we present a
workflow for authors of scientific documents to specify their contri-
butions with a LATEX package, called SciKGTeX, and upload them to
a scientific knowledge graph.The SciKGTeX package allows authors
of scientific publications to mark the main contributions of their
work directly in LATEX source files. The package embeds marked
contributions as metadata into the generated PDF document, from
where they can be extracted automatically and imported into a
scientific knowledge graph, such as the ORKG. This workflow is
simpler and faster than current approaches, which make use of
external web interfaces for data entry. Our user evaluation shows
that SciKGTeX is easy to use, with a score of 79 out of 100 on the
System Usability Scale, as participants of the study needed only 7
minutes on average to annotate the main contributions on a sample
abstract of a published paper. Further testing shows that the embed-
ded contributions can be successfully uploaded to ORKG within ten
seconds. SciKGTeX simplifies the process of manual semantic anno-
tation of research contributions in scientific articles. Our workflow
demonstrates how a scientific knowledge graph can automatically
ingest research contributions from document metadata.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Scientific discoveries have long become a community effort, with
sometimes hundreds of researchers from different institutions col-
laborating on solutions to increasingly complex research problems.
While problems and approaches in research have evolved greatly
over the years, scientific communication has still a lot of potential
to improve. Nowadays, the standard process in scientific commu-
nication is to publish scientific articles which are archived and
distributed as PDF files [18]. This is a basic approach to digitizing
research content and does not leverage modern technologies which
could pave the way to computer-assisted knowledge exchange.
With the immense number of published articles, it gets increasingly
harder to keep an overview of the state-of-the-art in certain fields
while at the same time, reproducibility of research [1, 3] and quality
of peer reviews have been stagnating [30].

As a possible solution to this problem, scientific knowledge
graphs, such as the Open Research Knowledge Graph1 (ORKG) [2,
32], have been developed [31]. Scientific knowledge graphs repre-
sent research content in a graph network of relations and concepts,
which allows more sophisticated methods of information extraction.
Unlike raw text, graph networks contain a semantic representation
of the content which is more structured and consistent. Knowledge
graphs lay a solid foundation for a plethora of applications which
can exploit such semantically enriched graph structures. Among
the possible applications are enhanced document retrieval tech-
niques [12], automatic literature reviews [28], reasoning engines,
autonomous research systems [27], mathematical proof assistants
[22] and paper recommendation systems [11, 25].

The creation of complex, high quality knowledge graphs requires
domain and ontology experts to define concepts and relations of the
graph. These concepts and relations must be identified in research
texts and then extracted into the knowledge graph. A common
strategy to achieve annotation on a large scale is through crowd-
sourcing [33]. In the case of the ORKG, crowd-sourcing is realized
through an annotation tool provided on a web platform [19]. The
problem with this approach is that the annotation of concepts and
relations is a laborious taskwhich discourages potential users. Scien-
tific contributions are already often fragmented across a multitude
of platforms such as dataset repositories, preprint websites, post-
print discussion threads and video platforms. Adding yet another
platform to this mix distracts the researchers from their main ob-
jectives and complicates their workflow. To incentivize researchers
contributing to scientific knowledge graphs, the annotation of meta-
data needs to be integrated seamlessly into the scientific process.
Figure 1 illustrates the complexity problem of the current workflow

1https://orkg.org/
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(red). Furthermore, the metadata which the researchers generate
should not end up in a data silo and possibly vanish with time.

Figure 1: Our proposed solution simplifies the crowd-
sourcing approach of scientific knowledge graphs.

We propose a new solution which utilizes commonly used sys-
tems and technologies in a researcher’s toolbox.The gain in simplic-
ity which can be achieved by our approach can be seen in Figure 1
in the workflow highlighted in green. A part of the complexity of
the current process is simplified by treating the annotation of meta-
data and the creation of the document as a common step. Our idea
is to find a solution which does not rely on an online annotation
platform or even a third-party annotator to submit the contribu-
tions. The system will integrate with existing metadata aggregation
ecosystems as a metadata specification tool which enables authors
to declare metadata pre-publication as opposed to post-publication.
We ask the following research questions to develop our solution:

RQ 1: How can the process of manual semantic annotation of
research contributions in scientific articles be simplified?

RQ 2: How can a scientific knowledge graph automatically
ingest research contributions from document metadata?

To answer RQ 1, we develop the SciKGTeX LATEXpackage as sketched
in Figure 2 and conduct a user evaluation which highlights our so-
lution’s simplicity and usability. RQ 2 is about the import of PDF
metadata to a scientific knowledge graph. We investigate the prac-
ticability of ingesting XMP metadata from PDFs into the ORKG.

In this paper, we present a complete workflow of solutions for
annotating, embedding, extracting, and importing structured re-
search contributions from scientific documents typed in LATEX. The
workflow includes three components: i) the SciKGTeX LATEX pack-
age with markup capabilities for contributions, ii) the LuaTEX PDF
compiler, and iii) the PDF2ORKG import module, where SciKGTeX
and PDF2ORKG are the original contributions of this work.

The outline of the paper is the following: in Section 2we overview
the related work on semantic annotation in LATEX. In Section 3, we
describe our approach through user stories and functionalities.
Section 4 provides details on the implementation of the SciKGTeX
package, and PDF2ORKG import module. Section 5 describes the

Figure 2: A possible application of the LaTeX package on a
simplified version of a scientific article.

user evaluation which we conducted on the system and reports the
results of the user evaluation. Finally, in Sections 6 and 7 we discuss
the research questions and further implications of our work and
draw the final conclusion.

2 RELATEDWORK
Some of the first documented attempts to solve the problem of se-
mantic metadata specification in LATEX were made in 2007 by Groza
et al. [14] who published a framework to semantically annotate
structural and content-related text elements in LATEX. The frame-
work is called SALT (Semantically Annotated LATEX) and comprises
a LATEX package with annotation commands and an annotation
schema consisting of three ontologies. Similar to the approach cho-
sen in this work, the annotations are stored in the PDF metadata
field, albeit the use case is slightly different. They concentrate pri-
marily on the generation of HTML content from the annotated
PDF to support the automatic creation of online proceedings, but
do not explore other use cases. Moreover, SALT is not maintained
anymore and cannot be used at the time of writing.

Moreau et al. [26] released a LATEX package which can be used to
add provenance information to a document. As “provenance” they
define a record that describes how entities, activities and agents
have influenced a piece of data. Their package generates RDF state-
ments for different types of provenance and saves them in a TUR-
TLE file. It also adds a link to the TURTLE file into the XMP meta-
data field of the PDF file but fails to embed the data itself into the
PDF document. Another semantic annotation markup was devel-
oped byMichael Kohlhase [20] to turn LATEX into a document format
for mathematical knowledge management (MKM).

Most recently, Martin & Henrich [24] worked on a similar objec-
tive of linking LATEX publications with scientific knowledge graphs.
They implemented the RDFTeX framework, which enables import-
ing existing contributions from scientific knowledge graphs in LATEX
and exporting new contributions in RDF format. However, the au-
thors do not consider embedding the contributions into the PDF
file and rather store them in an additional RDF document, which is
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detrimental to the persistence of the metadata. On top of that, they
do not show the exchange with an existing scientific knowledge
graph and only describe it in theory. We extend their work by pro-
viding a refined LATEX package which strives to be more intuitive for
regular scientific writers, as it does not require the additional step
of preprocessing the LATEX files with a Python script. Furthermore,
we contribute a first user evaluation to back our usability claims
and set a benchmark for other similar tools.

Another related solution for crowd-sourcing metadata annota-
tion is the PDF annotation tool for the ORKG which is described
by Oelen et al. [29]. This tool can be used through a graphical user
interface on the ORKG. While this approach seems viable for pub-
lished papers, we argue that adding the annotations directly in
LATEX instead of first converting to PDF is a better approach since it
is simpler and less error-prone. For example, it is easier to annotate
text which spans across pages, is formatted in tables or can not be
extracted from PDF such as mathematical expressions. Moreover,
with our proposed workflow, it is not necessary for the authors to
navigate to an annotation website and leave the usual LATEX work-
ing environment. This resonates with the results of our evaluation,
which shows that SciKGTeX scores higher on a standardized us-
ability test compared to the PDF annotation tool by Oelenet al. [29]
(see Section 5.1.3).

In general, it should be noted that most metadata initiatives con-
centrate on bibliographic metadata and do not provide ways to
encode machine-actionable representations of the actual scientific
content of documents. Our solution serves as a practical implemen-
tation of content-related metadata specification and storage, which
is easier to use and adopt than previous approaches.

3 APPROACH
For the development of the scientific knowledge graph annotation
workflow described in Section 1, we followed an agile development
approach [5]. The first step in our approach consisted of assessing
the requirements that users have for the tool from a variety of
possible use cases, which were determined from conversations
with researchers. The requirements are expressed as user stories [9]
following the Connextra template [23]. In the Connextra template, a
user story has 3 slots – a role, a requirement and an optional reason.
The slots are connected into a sentence:

As a 〈role〉 I want to 〈requirement〉, so that 〈reason〉.
The different user stories are organized into three roles which

were identified – the researcher, the publication provider, and the
scientific knowledge graph user. The notion of researcher specifi-
cally stands for an author of a scientific publication here. A publica-
tion provider denotes an entity or organization which collects and
curates scientific publications and distributes them to the greater
public. This includes publishers of academic journals, conference
proceedings and books as well as library services and archive plat-
forms such as arXiv2. A scientific knowledge graph user operates
with the structured and machine-actionable representation of sci-
entific contributions provided by platforms such as the ORKG. For
example, it can be a literature review author who intends to use

2https://arxiv.org/

automated comparison platforms to supplement the creation of
their review.

Afterward, we came up with specific functionalities which ad-
dress the user stories. These functionalities were then implemented
in the first prototype. The lists of stories, functionalities, and their
relationships are represented in Figure 3.

We also adopted the principle of iterative development cycles
from the agile approach. This means that after implementing the
functionalities, we evaluated the resulting system either through a
review process or the user evaluations described in Section 5. Then,
the cycle restarts with the definition of new user stories gained
from the review process.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed pipeline consists of two separate solutions: i) the
SciKGTeX package for LATEX, and ii) the PDF2ORKG import module
to showcase ingestion of the metadata into a centralized scientific
knowledge graph.

4.1 SciKGTeX Package
To implement the specified functionalities (Fig. 3: Functionalities
1–7), we developed the SciKGTeX package for LATEX. LATEX is a
popular tool for the creation of scientific publications. Compared
to alternatives such as Microsoft Word, LATEX features a whole
ecosystem of open-source extensions which are built by an active
community. Many publishers recommend writing scientific papers
with LATEX due to the possibility to supply extensive templates for
journals or conference proceedings and get consistent output.

Extension packages for the LATEX type-setting system are freely
distributed over the internet and can be built by anyone with the
technical knowledge to do so. Furthermore, LATEX as a system relies
on text markup to tag the source document with commands which
determine the output. This means that it is not necessary to build
graphical user interface components to implement new features,
such as with WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) word
processors. Implementing the tool as a LATEX extension is a logical
first step, while similar tools for other word processors are also
conceivable but require a larger development overhead.

Interfering with the standard PDF generation engine (pdfTeX)
is not trivial and an extensive task as it is implemented in the
TEX typesetting system, which has many peculiar idiosyncrasies
making it very time-consuming to develop new features. There
exists an alternative compiler for LaTeX called LuaTEX3 which
features the embedded Lua scripting language and callback hooks to
the most important events in the PDF generation process. Writing
the package in LuaTEX allowed to keep the development effort
comparatively low and implement the desired functionality quickly.
Implementations for other TEX to PDF compilers are of course still
possible in the future if compatibility problems arise.

The developed package SciKGTeX is available on the TEX package
archive CTAN4 and GitHub5. Integrating the SciKGTeX function-
ality into a project can be achieved by downloading the package
and putting \usepackage{scikgtex} into the document preamble.

3https://www.luatex.org/
4https://ctan.org/pkg/scikgtex
5https://github.com/Christof93/SciKGTeX
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Figure 3: User stories and functionalities

To illustrate the configuration of the SciKGTeX package, there is a
demo project in the Overleaf service6. For the package to work, it
is necessary to compile the LATEX source with LuaTEX. In the follow-
ing, we expand on how we implemented the main functionalities
depicted in Figure 3 as a LATEX package.

Functionality 1. Assigning properties to textual entities is im-
plemented by defining new LATEX commands which can be used to
mark expressions in the document. Five commands were reserved
for the most important properties describing a scientific contribu-
tion: research problem, objective, method, result, and conclusion.
These command names were chosen from the DEO classes (see
[10]) as suggested by the approach of Oelen et al. [29]. The DEO
class of research statement was adapted to the research problem
property, which is a central concept of the ORKG vocabulary. A
new property objective was introduced to fulfil a requirement iden-
tified in the first round of user evaluations. From this we derive
the five predefined commands in SciKGTeX: \researchproblem{},
\objective{}, \method{}, \result{}, and \conclusion{}.

A scientific paper typically has a small number of distinct con-
tributions. In the case that there is more than one contribution

6https://www.overleaf.com/latex/examples/scikgtex-example/wrhmyrwfgrgw

in the same document, all the above commands accept an op-
tional argument which allows distinguishing the contributions.
The optional argument can be any identifier, but is most intu-
itively understood as an enumeration. For example, annotations
\researchproblem[1]{..} and \researchproblem[2]{..} add
two separate contributions with respective research problems. If
two contributions have a property in common, the property can
be assigned to the two contributions using a comma between the
arguments, for example, \method[1,2]{..}. This would mean that
there are two distinct contributions with the respective research
problems which share the same method.

Additional to the 5 mandatory ones, it is also possible to specify
other properties with the contribution command. These other
properties can be any arbitrary string in theory but are especially
valuable if common interesting properties of scientific subdomains
are used. For example, properties of p-value or accuracy are use-
ful for studies that include statistical examinations and can be
attached to a contribution with \contribution{p-value}{0.05}
and \contribution{accuracy}{0.876}. In the metadata, these
properties will be created as extensions to the ORKG ontology. If
an author wants to reuse a property from another specific ontology,
this can be achieved with the commands detailed in functionality 4.

https://www.overleaf.com/latex/examples/scikgtex-example/wrhmyrwfgrgw
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Functionality 2. Linking of URIs to textual entities is imple-
mented with the \uri{} command placed inside an annotation.
This takes the URI of an entity defined in the web as the first argu-
ment and an optional label as the second, see Listing 1. If a label is
given, it is rendered as a hyperlink to the URI, see Figure 4.

Listing 1: Entity linking
The role of \researchproblem {\uri{https ://www.orkg

.org/orkg/resource/R12259 }{ antibiotic therapy

}} in managing acute bacterial sinusitis (ABS)

in children is controversial ...

Figure 4: Entity linking rendering

Functionality 3. Annotation of bibliographic metadata in LATEX
is implemented with the commands \metatitle, \metaauthor and
\researchfield for the title, authors, and research field respec-
tively, see Listing 2. We decided not to use the existing commands in
LATEX, such as \title or \author, as they may vary across various
templates and require different formatting. The meta prefix is added
to the commands to not overwrite the existing ones.

Listing 2: Annotated bibliographic metadata
\title{\ metatitle{Effectiveness of Amoxicillin/

Clavulanate Potassium in the Treatment of

Acute Bacterial Sinusitis in Children .}}

\author {\ metaauthor{Ellen R. Wald} \and \

metaauthor{David Nash} \and \metaauthor{Jens

Eickhoff }}

\researchfield{pharmacology}

Functionality 4. The definition of custom properties for an-
notation is achieved by SciKGTeX with the \addmetaproperty
command. This command registers a new namespace for the meta-
data, which can be given as a first parameter to the command. An
abbreviation of this namespace can also be specified and used as
a prefix for the annotation. This is useful if ambiguous properties
from different ontologies are used. Listing 3 shows an example.

Listing 3: Custom properties
\addmetaproperty[amo , http :// purl.org/spar/amo#]{

claim}

\addmetaproperty[patent , https :// other.type/of/

ontology ]{claim}

...\ contribution{amo:claim}{The earth is round}.

Our patent has the following claim:

\contribution{patent:claim}{An apparatus to

achieve something new .}...

Functionality 5. The annotation of contributions without ren-
dering them into the document text is implemented with the starred
variant of the property commands. For example, having the sen-
tence ‘the p-value was 0.01% higher than in the earlier experiment’,

it may be desirable to report the actual p-value in the metadata
instead of the relative change. In such a case, the command can be
simply marked with a star (see Listing 4). In the rendered sentence,
the content of the starred property (0.06) will be invisible.

Listing 4: Invisible markup
...the p-value was 0.01\% higher \contribution *{p-

value }{0.06} than in the earlier experiment ...

Functionality 6. The completeness check of the mandatory
metadata properties is implemented through compiler warnings. If
any of the five mandatory commands are missing, the user gets a
warning in the console. Figure 5 provides an example of the warning
in the Overleaf interface.

Figure 5: Example of SciKGTeX warning in Overleaf

Functionality 7. The permanent storage of the annotation is
implemented by adding it to the PDF XMP metadata. The XMP
standard is recommended by Adobe as a metadata format for PDF
document and is commonly serialized in RDF/XML [16]. Since RDF
is a very fitting format for storage of semantic information, this
format can be used to represent the annotations of contributions.
In this way, the metadata is merged with the document and can be
retrieved by anyone who obtains the PDF. For the further restricted
archival version of the PDF standard called PDF/A the inclusion of
XMP metadata is required but also restricted by default to a defined
set of properties. Full PDF/A compatibility can currently only be
achieved by using the package’s PDF/A compatibility mode, which
stores SciKGTeXmetadata in a custom catalog entry.This mode also
ensures compatibility with other metadata specification package
such as hyperxmp or pdfx.

While it is trivial to extract the metadata programmatically from
the PDF, manual inspection is not as straight forward, as most PDF
viewers are not capable of displaying an arbitrary metadata stream
embedded in the document, especially not if it sits in a custom
catalog entry. For this reason, the package produces a corresponding
XMP metadata output file for inspection of the created metadata.
However, this file is not necessary to distribute the metadata since
the whole content is also directly embedded into the produced PDF
file in the creation process. As a remark: we also used SciKGTeX to
encode the main contribution of this paper.

4.2 PDF2ORKG Import Module
Functionality 8. Annotations from papers annotated with SciKG-
TeX can be uploaded to the ORKG automatically. This functionality
is implemented with the PDF2ORKG import module7. The module

7https://github.com/ldrbmrtv/PDF2ORKG

https://github.com/ldrbmrtv/PDF2ORKG
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is written in Python and utilizes the Python ORKG API8. This mod-
ule can be integrated into the ORKG interface or into an interface
of the paper submission system to automate the ingestion process.

To create a paper instance in the ORKG you need to specify
properties such as DOI, title, authors, publication date, publisher,
research field, and contributions. At the moment of annotating the
paper in LATEX, DOI, publication date, and venue are unknown, while
other properties (title, authors, research field, and contributions)
are annotated with SciKGTeX. Table 1 demonstrates the mapping
between the ORKG properties and the SciKGTeX annotation.

Table 1: ORKG properties mapped to SciKGTeX annotations

ORKG property SciKGTeX command
DOI —
Title \metatitle

Authors \metaauthor

Publication date —
Published in —
Research field \researchfield

Contributions \contribution

The data flow of the module for importing the SciKGTeX annota-
tions from PDF files to ORKG is represented in Figure 6. First, the
PDF file is read, and its metadata are extracted in XML format.Then,
the module performs HTTP requests to the ORKG API to find the
appropriate URIs for the annotated entities and properties. After
obtaining all relevant data, a JSON string is formed and passed to
the ORKG API method to create or update an instance of the paper.
An example of the JSON data is available on the GitHub.

Figure 6: PDF2ORKG dataflow

Currently, PDF2ORKG imports only the core annotation of the
SciKGTeX package, including predefined properties (Functionality
1), and bibliographic metadata (Functionality 3). As “invisible” an-
notation (Functionality 5) results in the same embedded metadata
as in Functionality 1, it is also implicitly implemented.

5 EVALUATION
The evaluation consists of two parts. In section 5.1, we present an
evaluation of SciKGTeX with users to investigate the usability of
our approach. In section 5.2, we report on a test of the PDF2ORKG
import module as a proof-of-concept.
8https://orkg.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html

5.1 SciKGTeX: User Evaluation
The goal of the user evaluation for SciKGTeX was to test the usabil-
ity of the approach with potential users who are given a small series
of tasks to complete using the package. The evaluation serves to
collect a number of metrics which indicate the current usability, and
convenience of the developed solution and provide a baseline for
further development of the package in the future. The metrics are
designed to reveal more about research question 1. We transformed
the research question into three verifiable hypotheses (H1 - H3)
which we planned to test in the evaluation.

H1: The system is easy and convenient to use.
H2: Annotation of main contributions in a short text summary

can be performed in less than 10 minutes.
H3: Different annotators produce similar annotations.

We explored H1 by assessing the perceived usability by the par-
ticipants of the evaluation. We specifically took into consideration
the System Usability Scale (see section 5.1.2) and feedback from the
participants after the evaluation. H2 sheds light on the simplicity
of the annotation tool. If it holds true, it proves that with little prior
training, typical users can learn to achieve the most important ob-
jectives of the LATEX package in little time. If H3 can be verified,
it indicates that the tool is able to produce consistent metadata
from different users on different documents. This consistency is
a desirable outcome of the tool, since consistent metadata brings
many advantages for downstream applications of the data.

5.1.1 Evaluation Setup. For the evaluation, 26 volunteers were
recruited from a range of different universities and institutes, mainly
in the broader domain of computer science. A little more than 50%
of the participants (14) were currently pursuing a PhD degree at the
time of the test, while another 19% were master students and 11%
worked as post-doctoral researchers. The remaining 8 participants
were working in different research-related positions.

We determined the participants’ prior knowledge in LATEX and
semantic web technologies before running the evaluation with a
specific set of questions.The exact questionnaire can be found in the
experiment artifacts [6]. The familiarity with LATEX was high among
the participants, which adds to the claim that LATEX is widely used
in the academic sector. The knowledge of Semantic Web concepts
was far more varied at a standard deviation of 31 points around the
mean on a scale from 0 to 100. To test the hypotheses, we designed
an approximately 30 minutes long evaluation procedure which was
executed in a live online meeting with individual participants. The
procedure of the test consisted of the following consecutive steps
which were walked through with every participant.

Evaluation Procedure
(1) Give the participant approximately 5 min to read the SciKG-

TeX documentation9 and make sure that they understood
the idea behind it.

(2) Introduce the participant to the testing environment and
give the first task.

(3) Measure time until completion of task 1 by the participant.
(4) Introduce tasks 2 and 3 and the participant complete them.
(5) Let the participant fill in the survey questionnaire.

9https://github.com/Christof93/SciKGTeX/blob/main/README.md

https://orkg.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
https://github.com/Christof93/SciKGTeX/blob/main/README.md
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(6) Let the participant give additional oral feedback.
The three tasks we gave to the participants were the following:

Evaluation Tasks
(1) Annotate the 5 properties (background10, research problem,

method, result, and conclusion) of the main contribution for
the given paper [8].

(2) Find a unique resource identifier for the term ‘Natural Lan-
guage Processing’ and link it to the expression in the text.
Annotate the resource as a method.

(3) Find a new optional property which you want to annotate
in this text. Check if it exists on the ORKG website.

5.1.2 Evaluation Metrics. To investigate the hypotheses, we mea-
sured three independent variables for each participant in the evalu-
ation setup: (i) the System Usability Scale (SUS) score for H1, (ii)
the time to finish the first evaluation task in seconds for H2 and
(iii) the Fleiss kappa [13] as a measure of agreement between anno-
tators. The SUS is widely used to measure the usability of software
systems [7]. It is calculated from the user rating of a predefined
collection of 10 statements about the user experience of the system.
The Fleiss kappa is a well-known measure to determine the agree-
ment between annotators also known as inter-annotator agreement
or inter-rater reliability. All calculations of metrics can be found in
the Python notebook in the experiment artifacts [6].

5.1.3 Results. Below, we present the results of the evaluation. We
provide all the resulting data, including the measured values and
user annotations, in the experiment artifacts [6].

System Usability Scale. For interpretation of the SUS score, we
rely on the work of Bangor et al. [4] who mapped the percentage-
based usability scale to a 7-level adjective scale comprised of ‘Worst
Imaginable’, ‘Bad’, ‘Awful’, ‘Poor’, ‘OK’, ‘Good’, ‘Excellent’ and
‘Best Imaginable’. For the mapping, they ran 212 SUS surveys and
asked the adjective ratings alongside the user test. They found that
systems rated with ‘Good’ had a mean SUS score of 71.4 (f = 11.6 )
while the ‘Excellent’ rating was assigned at a mean score of 85.5
(f = 10.4). The overall mean SUS score of the SciKGTeX package
amounts to 79.8 (f = 11.6). The second and third quartiles are
situated between 75.0 and 85.0. This ranks the package clearly
closer to ‘Excellent’ than ‘Good’ in terms of matching adjective.
When looking at the different groups of occupations among the
participants (see Figure 7), it can be observed that PhD students
rated a slightly higher mean SUS score than the other groups at
82.3 (f = 12.34). Compared to the PDF annotation tool by Oelen
et al. [29] (see Section 2), SciKGTeX scores 3̃ points higher with a
similar sample size (23 vs. 26) and standard deviation (11.3 vs. 11.6).

Furthermore, we analyzed the correlation between prior knowl-
edge and the usability score outcome. To explore the correlation, we
calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the variables
of LATEX score and SUS score, which amounts to 0.2. This means
that there is practically no correlation between these two variables,
further implying that prior LATEX knowledge does not substantially

10Background is an old property from the development of the first version of the LATEX
package used for the evaluation. Based on the results of the evaluation, we have revised
the 5 predefined properties by removing the background property and adding the new
property objective (see Section 4.1).

influence the usability of the package. Also, the Semantic Web
knowledge score is not correlated with the SUS score at a Pear-
son correlation of 0.13. The combination of near-excellent usability
score and independence of prior knowledge makes the package
easy and convenient to use, as was hypothesized in hypothesis 1.

Figure 7: System Usability Scale distributions among the dif-
ferent groups of participants.

Annotation Time.The variable of time spent on the annotation
of the main contribution gives an indication of usability, as it proves
or disproves that the idea of the package can be grasped in little
time by typical users. The mean duration of work on task 1 in the
evaluation is 7 Minutes 34 seconds at a standard deviation of 3
minutes 21 seconds. This is under our previously defined threshold
of 10 minutes and shows that the package can be applied quickly
without extensive prior knowledge.

Inter Annotator Agreement. Table 2 contains the results of
the Fleiss kappa inter-annotator agreement values on each of the
five property annotations of the main contribution. It becomes
apparent that the first three properties background10, research prob-
lem and method get far less consistent annotations than the result
and conclusion annotations. According to Landis et al. [21], Fleiss
kappa values over 0.81 can be considered ‘almost perfect agreement’
whereas 0.61-0.8 is ‘substantial agreement’. Applying this to result
and conclusion they can be considered fairly consistent. For the
other three categories, there are big differences in the text passages
which are assigned to them by different annotators. Manual inves-
tigation reveals that there seem to be systematic disagreements on
what is considered a research problem and a background10 which
are often tagged in opposing order. This led us to redefine the Back-
ground command to Objective in the subsequent development cycle
of the package as a consequence of the evaluation and user feed-
back. The method annotation is often split into several annotations
of sentence fragments which mention methods, but sometimes the
method is tagged as a whole block of text.
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Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement for the different cate-
gories of annotations in the LATEX package.

Annotation Type Fleiss kappa
Background 0.21
Research Problem 0.44
Method 0.24
Result 0.74
Conclusion 0.81

5.1.4 Threats to Validity. While the user evaluation is designed
to model an actual use case as closely as possible, there are some
abstractions which differentiate it from real-world usage. These
must be considered threats to the validity of the experiment.

One limitation is that the text which was used as a base for
the evaluation tasks [6] was not a document authored by the par-
ticipants themselves. Specifically, we chose a randomly selected
paper on the topic of Requirements Engineering [8]. This topic was
selected as most of the candidates which volunteered for the evalu-
ation had at least some background in this research field. While it
was not possible to test each participant on a document that they
authored themselves, they should be capable of understanding the
text with relative ease to simulate the scenario of self-authorship
as closely as possible. Nonetheless, the fact that the participants
are not actually the authors of the text that they annotate in this
test compromises the validity of the experiment. It was not pos-
sible to let the participants work on their own texts because the
given-above hypotheses could only be evaluated by measuring com-
parable values in the independent variables, which implied that all
participants had to work on the same underlying text. As a result
of this constraint, the group of participants is rather homogeneous
in terms of background (mostly computer science) which poses a
threat to external validity of the experiment as the results are less
generalizable to the whole scientific community. However, a benefit
of the more homogeneous group is an increased conclusion validity.
Another threat to validity is the relatively small sample size of the
experiment. Subsequent user evaluations should be redesigned to
test usability from the author’s perspective and comprise a wider
base of participants from diverse fields of science, which better
represents the targeted user group.

On the choice of hypotheses, it must be noted that H1 is the only
statement which concerns just the technical implementation and
functionality of the LaTeX package itself, rather than the broader
task of metadata annotation. Accordingly, hypotheses 2 and 3 are
only partly indicators of the usability of the annotation tool. Testing
these hypotheses is also a test of the feasibility of crowd-sourced
annotation of contributions since it assesses the difficulty of the
tasks which are executed, e.g., finding the main contributions and
attributing different properties such as research problem, method,
etc. to parts of the text.

5.2 PDF2ORKG: Proof-of-Concept
The PDF2ORKG was evaluated by demonstrating the technical
feasibility of uploading a paper with its annotations to the ORKG.

In particular, we answer Research question 2 by a technical testing
of the PDF2ORKG import module.

For this test, we asked the first author of a scientific paper [15]
to annotate his paper with SciKGTeX. In this way, we ensured
that the process for the proof-of-concept reflects our proposed
workflow (see Figure 1). In addition, we tested two uploadingmodes:
1) Adding a new paper to the ORKG and 2) Updating an existing
paper in the ORKG.

When testing the PDF2ORKG module, a paper instance has been
successfully uploaded to the ORKG11 (see Figure 8). The measure-
ments are provided in Table 3. It contains the time consumption for
the two scenarios, and for the three main steps of the PDF2ORKG
workflow. The measurements show that the running time is within
tens of seconds, and the main amount of time is spent on uploading
data to ORKG. Expectedly, creating a new paper takes longer than
updating an existing one.

Table 3: Time measurements for PDF2ORKG

Step Adding
paper, s

Updating
paper, s

Reading and extracting
PDF metadata

0.01 0.01

Requesting IDs from
ORKG

0.07 0.07

Uploading data to ORKG 31.3 17.07
Total 31.38 17.15

6 DISCUSSION
In this section, we revisit the research questions RQ 1 and RQ 2
from section 1 and discuss the implications of our research.

RQ 1: How can the process of manual semantic annotation of
research contributions in scientific articles be simplified?

With the development of the LATEX package, we have shown
that basic semantic information can be directly embedded into the
document metadata at the time of document creation, i.e., at the
same time as writing the text of the document itself. Through the
usability evaluations, we have shown that the system is understand-
able, intuitive, and easy to use. The process of annotation is simple
enough for a typical researcher to achieve it in little time.

Different from comparable metadata annotation solutions [29],
[17], SciKGTeX is not reliant on any systems other than the LuaTEX
document typing system and does not require a connection to the in-
ternet to produce the metadata. This is a simplification compared to
the approach where document creation and metadata specification
are separated systems. With the novel embedding approach, meta-
data are directly saved into the PDF files, which saves them from
perishing or getting detached from their source material. Further-
more, the authors themselves dispose of their semantic contribution
metadata and do not have to rely on any third-party applications
to publish and manage them.

The user evaluation has shown that a representative group of
researchers from different universities was able to use the LATEX
11https://orkg.org/paper/R282513

https://orkg.org/paper/R282513
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Figure 8: A paper imported to ORKG

package to produce valuable contribution metadata. Annotating
the main contribution in a short text was achieved in well under 10
minutes by the majority of the participants with only little prior
exposure to the package documentation. The resulting metadata is
machine-actionable and can be used to build large knowledge bases
which facilitate various applications fromwhich the researchers can
benefit in turn.The low inter-annotator agreement in some property
annotations poses a threat to the comparability of the produced
metadata, which can be a problem for various applications. This
problem will be addressed in future releases of the package by (i)
extending the package documentation with clearer examples and
(ii) introducing new properties which leave less space for differing
interpretations.

RQ2: How can a scientific knowledge graph automatically ingest
research contributions from document metadata?

With the PDF2ORKG import module, we demonstrate a possible
implementation for uploading metadata to a centralized knowledge
graph such as the ORKG.

However, it is only a proof of concept that imports only basic an-
notation. Currently, the ORKG team is implementing a PDF upload
tool that utilizes the SciKGTeX embedded annotation including
advanced features such as entity linking, custom properties, and
multiple contributions. Similar software could also be integrated
into Overleaf, conference submission pages, or paper submission
systems such as EasyChair. Another issue with using PDF2ORKG is
that at the moment of annotating a paper with SciKGTeX, there is
no DOI, publication date, or publisher specified. The most straight-
forward solution to this is to add the missing data manually after
the paper is published.

Directions for future work include integrating ORKG API calls
directly into SciKGTeX. It would provide the possibility for feedback
from the ORKG to an author via the warnings inside the LATEX editor
being used. This feedback can be related to, for example, the ORKG
entities, recognized in the annotated text.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a solution for authors of scientific publica-
tions to annotate machine-actionable metadata about the contribu-
tions of their publications at the time of writing the manuscript. The
semantic annotations serve to build scientific knowledge graphs,
which constitute the future digital record of scholarly publications.
Different from previous solutions, we present a LATEX package called
SciKGTeXwhich allows directly specifying the metadata at the time
of document creation and embedding them into the resulting PDF
file. The metadata can be automatically extracted from the PDF file
and uploaded to a scientific knowledge graph, such as the ORKG.
This is a simplification compared to an approach where the meta-
data specification is handled through a separate web interface.

In essence, SciKGTeX is a successful implementation of an an-
notation framework for metadata of scientific contributions. It is
arguably simpler than other approaches with the same objective
such as [29] or [24] and allows the author to specify metadata di-
rectly at the time of document creation. The user evaluation has
confirmed that SciKGTeX can be used by the research community to
transform scientific content into machine-actionable metadata. Ad-
ditionally, we have presented an implementation of extracting the
metadata from the PDF file and importing it to the ORKG, thereby
demonstrating how SciKGTeX complements the existing ecosystem
of scientific knowledge graphs. Further benefits of the approach
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are compliance with Semantic Web standards, decentralized infor-
mation storage and the ability to produce enriched PDF documents.
SciKGTeX has the potential to act as an important building tool
for large-scale scientific knowledge graphs and to facilitate the
development of supportive applications which elevate the modern
research workflow to better standards.

Future plans are to transform the software into a more flexible
tool with which the users can define arbitrarily complex facts to add
to the document metadata in RDF format while relying on simple
building blocks. Meanwhile, the user experience should stay as
simple and elegant as possible. Ideally, the package can be used as
a framework by established publishers to define custom metadata
templates which can be used for journals, conference proceedings
or other use cases. These templates then allow the aggregation of
consistent metadata on papers from the same research area. In this
regard, we are pleased to report that the ing.grid journal12 is the
first journal that already uses SciKGTeX13. The journal provides an
additional branch of its LATEX template for articles that includes the
SciKGTeX package14.
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